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ABSTRACT* 

This work aims to elaborate and characterize new 
ecological composite materials from olive trees pruning 
waste for the manufacture of acoustic absorbers. For this 
purpose, two samples’ typologies of loose olive tree chips 
have been considered after applying different degrees of 
chipping and blending to olive pruning waste. The samples 
have been compared to a third sample based on pine 
shavings waste. Firstly, the morphological analysis of the 
different samples was carried out by micro computed 
tomography (Micro-CT) scanning. Secondly, the acoustic 
properties were measured experimentally using impedance 
tube method, and assessed from air flow resistivity and 
permeability; the mass transport properties are exploited for 
the characterization of microstructural parameter, such as 
tortuosity, effective porosity and pore structure morphology 
by applying analytical models for fibrous and granular 
materials. The experimental results demonstrated that the 
samples, for the given thickness, have single third-octave 
band sound absorption values that can reach higher values 
than 0.50 above 1000 Hz. A good match between 
experimental and analytical models could be found. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Several studies have shown the advantage of the use of 
inorganic materials to achieve indoor acoustic comfort. 
However, the use of natural materials is advantageous for 
the reduction of the embodied energy of the building sector 
and achievement of a sustainable development for both 
economic and environmental perspectives. In addition, 
materials from renewable or naturally occurring resources 
have come close in performance to conventional sound-
absorbing surface treatments made from synthetic fibers, 
but with a considerable reduced production costs, lighter 
weight, and higher degree of biodegradation [1]. Despite 
considerable investigations and interest on natural materials, 
there is little research on the reuse of agricultural waste, 
specifically, olive tree by-product, which can be used as 
acoustically absorbent materials.  
The purpose of this work is two folded. First of all, it aims 
to put attention on the use of agricultural by-products as 
sound-absorbing materials to promote a circular economy 
and clean production [2], and secondly, to address an 
environmentally critical situation, namely the burning of 
olive tree prunings in agricultural fields. Indeed, all areas of 
the Mediterranean have significant cultivation of olive 
groves, which during the pruning phase of production 
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generates a large amount of waste that, in most cases, is 
burned in the fields, worsening the current climatic 
conditions. 
The main goal of this research is to give to loose material 
based on olive tree branches and leaves waste a second life 
by recycling and converting them into a high-value 
resource, i.e., a by-product to be used for the production of 
sound-absorbing panels. The loose material has been 
analyzed in a few studies in which only olive leaves or 
differentiated wood have been examined, considering 
traditional measurements based on the impedance tube 
method [3, 4]. Furthermore, loose waste derived from olive 
tree pruning wood has never been tested in the totality of its 
properties, apart from two research studies in which 
parameters, such as air flow resistivity (σ) and porosity (ε), 
were measured for olive leaves bonded with chitosan glue 
[4]. In addition, the acoustic behavior of the olive tree 
pruning waste was for the first time characterized, taking 
into consideration its aesthetic design value, in a previous 
research by the authors [5]. 
The aim of this research is to process and characterize loose 
wood chips derived from olive tree pruning providing the 
sound absorption values through the impedance tube 
method [6], and the intrinsic microstructural and mass 
transport properties such as tortuosity, porosity, airflow 
resistivity, and permeability, by micro computed 
tomography (Micro-CT) scanning [7] and by experimental 
pressure wave drop assessment [8]. Moreover, the authors 
have added for comparisons a further typology of loose 
material with comparable maximum particle size but 
different density than olive wood chips, that is the pine 
shavings waste obtained in carpentry workshops, in order to 
assess the influence of chipping in microstructural and 
absorption parameters of two wood species. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

2.1 By-products of olive tree pruning wood chips and 
pine shavings 

Two different materials, olive pruning wood chips and pine 
shavings, were analyzed. In particular, three samples, CC, 
CF and P, were characterized. The first one (CC) was 
obtained from the manual pruning of the cultivar Cerasuola, 
one of the oldest in western Sicily. The pruned branches 
and leaves were processed indistinctly, using a professional 
model chipper, into the by-product consisting of wood 
chips, which was then sieved to remove the coarser fraction 
and obtain a maximum wood chip size (d) between 4 mm 
and 10 mm (Figure 1a). The prunings were then dried in a 
ventilated oven at 103°C to obtain a normal moisture 

content to prevent the material from being attacked by mold 
or insects. After the drying phase, the bulk density was 
calculated as given in Sec. 2.1. of [5], observing a density of 
about 280±12 kg/m3. Next, the same type of by-product 
was blended to obtain the sample CF with a particle size 
smaller than the CC sample, i.e., 1 < d < 6.5 mm, and a 
density of 350±10 kg/m3 (Figure 1b). 
The carpentry workshop by-product, namely pine shavings 
(Figure 1c) have a maximum particle size (d) between 3 
mm and 8 mm with a density of about 55±11 kg/m3, 
measured by the same methodology as olive wood chips 
expressed in the Sec. 2.1. of [5], and a moisture content of 
7%. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the different 
by-products. 

 
a)  

 

 
b)  

 

 
c) 

Figure 1. Samples of loose materials placed into the 
impedance tube. a) olive tree wood chips (CC); b)  
blended olive tree wood chips (CF); pine shavings 
(P). 

Table 1. Characteristics of the by-products. 

By-product Sample 
Maximum 
particles 

size [mm] 

Density of loose 
material 
[kg/m3] 

Moisture 
content 

[%] 

Olive tree pruning 
chips CC 4 < d < 10 280±12 ~10 

Blended olive tree 
pruning chips CF 1 < d < 6.5 350±10 ~10 

Pine shavings P 3 < d < 8 55±11 ~7 
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2.2 Microstructural and transport properties 
characterization 

2.2.1 μ-CT scanning 

μ-CT scanning was performed in air on a Custom-built 
Computed Tomography (Fraunhofer IKTS, Dresden, 
Germany) at the research center for advanced joining 
technologies J-Tech@POLITO (Politecnico di Torino). 
Projection images were collected using a source voltage of 
100 kV and a source current of 140 μA, without X-ray 
filter. A 6-fold magnification was used providing a voxel 
size of 33.33 μm. The rotation step size was set with an 
angular increment of 0.225° and with an exposure time of 
1s for each scan. Four images were integrated for each 
rotation step. Before reconstruction, a translational motion 
compensation was performed to avoid mismatching 
between the 0◦ and the 360◦ shadow images in case of a 
slight sample movement during the data collection. This 
compensation, the reconstruction of virtual volumes, and 
the structural features of the samples were performed in the 
software VGStudio Max 3.5 software (Volume Graphics, 
Heidelberg, Germany) based on the Cauchy-Crofton 
approach. Apart from the main software, the add-on 
modules Porosity/inclusion analysis and Foam/powder 
analysis were used. A virtual parallelepiped was used to 
extract an internal part of the reconstructed volume to avoid 
the effects of the irregular contours of the samples and 
establish a reference volume for the calculations. The 
parallelepiped was extracted as a separate reference virtual 
volume and an isovalue-based surface determination 
procedure was run. Porosity/inclusion analysis module was 
used to determine the void fraction ε of samples as the ratio 
of the void volume to the total volume. Foam/powder 
analysis module was used to extract sample structure data 
employing a merge threshold of 70% and a standard 
precision procedure. The module allows the segmentation 
of CT data into separate void cells which can be visualized 
and statistically analyzed. In the same way, the strut 
thickness between void cells can be quantified and 
analyzed. 
To characterize the microstructure of the samples, the 
following parameters were examined: 

- the equivalent void diameter Deq - the diameter of a 
sphere that has the same volume as the single void 
cells; 

- the strut thickness St - the diameter of the maximum 
sphere inscribed in the solid space; 

- the void sphericity φ - the ratio between the surface of 
a sphere with the same volume as the void cell and the 
surface of the cell. 

2.2.2 Air flow resistivity 

The experimental technique to evaluate the airflow 
resistivity is based on the generation of an alternating air 
flow through the material, according to ISO Standard 9053-
2:2020 [9] and literature [10, 11]; the occurring pressure 
wave drop is accurately measured using a low-frequency 
capacitive microphone (B&K, type 4193). The airflow 
resistivity is determined on the basis of the ratio between 
the RMS value of the pressure wave drop, and the RMS 
value of the volumetric airflow. Using the alternating flow 
method, the airflow resistivity is determined on the basis of 
the following relationship: 

     
𝑟 =

𝑝𝑅𝑀𝑆

𝑞𝑅𝑀𝑆

∙
𝐴

𝐿
 
     

[Pa·s·m-2]                                  (1) 
      

Where pRMS is the RMS value of the pressure wave drop 
/Pa, qRMS is the RMS value of the alternating volumetric 
airflow /m3·s-1, A is the surface area of the sample/m2, and L 
is the thickness of the sample/m. In particular, pRMS is the 
value of the sinusoidal pressure component, 
pRMS=·p0V(V02)-1, which depends on the atmospheric 
static pressure p0 (with heat capacity ratio   =1.4), and on 
the air volume variation V, occurring in the volume of air 
V0, due to the imposed alternating air flow. The amplitude 
of the sinusoidal pressure component is measured by a 
microphone, with known sensitivity in mV/Pa; the 
alternating volumetric air flow, qv,RMS=V(2)-1, depends 
on the angular frequency of oscillation  and the 
corresponding volume variation V of the given air volume 
V0. Therefore, by combining the quantities above described, 
the airflow resistivity r, is obtained from the following 
physical model: 

     
𝑟 =

𝛾𝑝0
𝜔𝑉0

∙
𝐴

𝐿
∙ 𝜁 

 
[Pa·s·m-2]                    (2) 

 

where  is the experimental ratio between the indication of 
the microphone in mV/Pa, of the amplitude of the pressure 
wave drop, during compression and rarefaction V of the air 
volume V0 through the porous material, and the microphone 
sensitivity in mV/Pa. Figure 2 shows the principle of 
measurement. 
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Figure 2. The physical principle of the alternating 
airflow measurement. 

The value V depends on the area Ak of the piston and its 
stroke h. For this measuring system Ak=1.9·10-3 m2 and 
h=1.7·10-3 m, therefore V = 3.23·10-6 m3. Furthermore, 
depending on the type and geometry of the material 
examined, it is necessary to vary the speed of the flow, in 
order to maintain conditions of laminar flow. This can be 
done by acting on the length of the stroke h or by varying 
the angular frequency . In particular, with this apparatus it 
is possible to vary the angular velocity  between 0.63 rad/s 
and 12.6 rad/s (that is, between 0.1 Hz and 2 Hz). 

2.3 Impedance tube method 

The measurements of the sound absorption coefficient in 
normal incidence (αN) are carried out using the impedance 
tube in accordance with ISO 10534-2:2001 [6]. Figure 3 
shows the diagram operation of the tube used, which 
consists of a loudspeaker tied to the impedance tube, three 
microphones placed at two different distances, as well as 65 
mm and 29 mm, a rigid termination within which the test 
specimen is placed, and a movable plunger to push the 
specimen flush between the rigid termination and the 
impedance tube. 

 
Figure 3. Diagram of the impedance tube used 
for the measurements. 

This method is based on the calculation of the transfer 
function between the signal that is detected by the two 
microphones used when the impedance tube is stressed by 
the loudspeaker placed at the end. According to the 
standard, the loudspeaker generates white noise and 
produces plane waves, and by measuring the sound pressure 
at the points where microphones are placed, absorption 
coefficient in normal incidence is calculated. 
The distance between the two microphones in the 
measurements setup was 29 mm. This distance sets the 
lower limit frequency according to the ISO standard [6]. 
Considering the inner diameter of the tube and the distance 
between the two microphones, the frequency range in 
which the measurement of the absorption coefficient at 
normal incidence is valid is 119 Hz < f < 5700 Hz.  

The materials investigated are loose, so in order to measure 
the coefficient at normal incidence, it was necessary to 
place the experimental device vertically, which was then 
filled with the loose material with a thickness of 40 mm. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Microstructural properties 

Figure 4a) is an example of μ-CT image that shows the 
reference volume of sample CC (Table 2). This portion of 
volume was considered for microstructural analysis, being 
representative of the reconstructed volume of the sample 
and free of any effect due to the chips orientation close to 
the walls of the sample holder. The presence of voids was 
evaluated in 2D sections using the Porosity/Inclusion 
module. Figure 4b) shows the image of a section 
perpendicular to the y-axis (green colored section of the 
reference volume visible in the upper left panel). Table 2 
shows the numerical values of the reference volumes for 
each sample, the volume of solid and void, evaluated 
excluding the micropores within the wooden chips, and the 
void fraction. Table 3 shows the microstructural parameters 
evaluated with the Foam/Powder module: the expected 
values (E) of the equivalent diameter of the voids (Deq), 
considered as virtual closed cells, the thickness of the solid 
struts (St), the sphericity of the voids (φ), and their 
respective minimum (m) and maximum (M) values and 
standard deviations (σ). 
Figure 5a) shows the enlarged μ-CT section of an olive 
wood chip. The micropores (dark dots), ranging in size 
from 1 μm to 100 μm, correspond to the vessels of 
deciduous wood [12, 13]. Figure 5b) is a courtesy image of 
the CNR-IBE Archive [14] showing the cross section (TS) 
of the wood of Olea Europea L. and the morphology of the 
vessels. 

 
   a) 
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   b) 
Figure 4. μ-TC images of sample CC: a) the 
reference volume; b) a section of the reference 
volume (top left box). 

   
                        a)              b) 
Figure 5. a) μ-CT magnification of an olive 
wood chip (non-TS); b) TS of Olea europea L. 
wood in transmitted light microscopy. In 
evidence the vessels (image courtesy of the 
Archivio CNR-IBE [14]). 

Settling of loose wood chips inside the holder creates a 
single structure made up of disjointed lumps, having an 
open pore morphology and a broad distribution of both the 
dimensions of voids and their sphericities. Figures 6 and 7 
respectively show the distribution of the equivalent 
diameter of voids and the graph of sphericity versus the 
equivalent diameter of voids for sample CC. The φE(Deq) in 
Table 3 is the value of the polynomial trendline shown in 
Figure 7 for Deq = E(Deq), and (min; max) are the minimum 
and maximum fluctuations of φ at Deq = E(Deq). Majority of 
voids of CC sample shows low sphericity (φ = 0.23-0.33) 
and most of the larger voids exhibit the lowest sphericity. 
Samples CF and P also show low sphericities, 0.25 and 0.36 
respectively, and slightly wider distributions around the 
mean value than CC. As with sample CC, the largest voids 
of samples CF and P show the lowest sphericity. 

Table 2. μ-CT void fraction data by the 
Porosity/inclusion analysis on the reference 
volumes.   

Sample 
Ref. volume 

[mm3] 
Solid volume 

[mm3] 
Void volume 

[mm3] 
ε 

[%] 
CC 10197 5213 4983 48.87 
CF 3504 1875 1628 46.47 
P 20883 1815 19068 91.31 

Table 3. μ-CT microstructural data by the 
Foam/powder analysis on the reference volumes 
(see table 2).  

Sample 

Deq St φ 

E(Deq) 
[µm] 

m; M 
[µm] 

σ 
[µm] 

E(St) 
[µm] 

m, M 
σ 

[µm] 

φ
E(Deq)

  

(min; max) 

CC 2381 
41; 

5334 
829 956 0; 3379 610 

0.27 
(0.23÷0.33) 

CF 859 
41; 

2457 
321 258 0;1231 197 

0.25 
(0.16÷0.36) 

P 1642 
280; 
5229 

664 118 0; 514 71 
0.36 

(0.25÷0.49) 

 

 

Figure 6. CC void equivalent diameter 
distribution and polynomial trendline (n=6; 
R²=0.74). 

 

 

Figure 7. Sphericity vs. void equivalent 
diameter and polynomial trendline (n=3; R² = 
0.51). 
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3.2 Mass transport properties 

3.2.1 Air flow resistivity, porosity and tortuosity  

Airflow resistivity is an intrinsic material property, 
independent of the physical properties of the flow fluid 
used, such as dynamic viscosity , density , and also 
independent of gravitational field g. Indeed, once the 
airflow resistivity r of a given material is known, it is 
possible to derive other quantities relating to the mass 
transport properties, such as the intrinsic permeability k and 
the hydraulic conductivity Kg for different types of fluid, by 
means of simple calculations, e.g., k=/r e Kg=g/r. 
These parameters can be exploited to evaluate several 
physical and mechanical features of the investigated 
materials (here not discussed), such as moisture diffusivity, 
moisture vapor transfer, breathability, infiltration rate, and 
other parameters of interest in building physics applications. 
Measurements of airflow resistivity, performed according 
the procedure described in Sec. 2.3.2, are carried out by 
filling specific holders by the loose wood chips of 
investigated materials. As a first step, the airflow resistivity 
of the empty holder (since it is closed upward and 
downward by two grids), is measured, in order to assess the 
threshold baseline (namely, 0.16 kPas/m2). Then, the 
airflow resistivity of the loose wood chips is quantified, as a 
function of apparent density of the sample under 
investigation. In the Table 4, the experimental results are 
summarized. 

Table 4. Mass transport properties of the 
investigated materials. Airflow resistivity r, 
permeability k, hydraulic conductivity Kg, and 
related standard deviations σ. 

Sample r [kPas/m2] (r) k  [m2] (k) Kg  [m/s] (Kg) 
CC 1.8 0.1 1.0·10-8 3.4·10-10 5.6 0.2 
CF 6.5 0.3 2.8·10-9 1.2·10-10 1.5 0.1 
P 1.5 0.1 1.2·10-8 1.8·10-10 6.5 0.1 

 
In order to assess the pore interconnectivity and the open 
pore morphology, the porosity and the tortuosity of the 
loose wood chips samples, are determined. In particular, the 
pore tortuosity p is calculated on the basis of a semi-
empirical model proper for wood chips [15]. The model, 
based on a logarithmic function of porosity 0, is widely 
adopted and consistent with other studies [16, 17], returning 
the value of pore tortuosity asp=1-1.6·ln(0). In this case, 
the values of total porosity are determined from materials 
density mat, and actual bulk density bulk, since the porosity 
calculated by CT does not account for the micropores 
(vessels) within the wood chips (1 -100 μm) and of the 

volume of the peripheral portion of the sample, as specified 
in Section 3.2. In this portion the porosity could be greater 
due to the uneven settling of the chips near the walls of the 
holder. Hence the total porosity is calculated as 0=1-
(bulk/mat). The values of the solid phase material density 
are available in literature, in terms of  880 kg/m3 for olive 
wood [12], and 430 kg/m3 for pine wood [18]. Since the 
uncertainties of these values are unknown, a precautionary 
range of 20% is considered in calculation. In Table 5 the 
values of investigated samples bulk density, total porosity 
and tortuosity, are shown.  

Table 5. Pore morphological features, in terms 
of total porosity 0, (calculated from densities 
ratio), and pore tortuosity p, with related 
standard deviations σ. 

Sample 
 bulk        

[kg/m3 
() 

[kg/m3 

 

() 
[%] 

p
[-] 

(p
[-] 

CC 250.6 0.5 73.7 7.2 1.490 0.155 
CF 309.7 0.3 67.4 9.7 1.631 0.156 
P 52.7 0.3 87.8 2.8 1.209 0.045 

 
The accurate determination of these non-acoustical 
parameters allows the implementation of suitable semi-
empirical models [19,20] to calculate the sound absorption 
in granular disperse materials, such as loose wood chips, 
and to improve their performance, by engineering the 
shape, the arrangement, and the distribution. The Miki 
model [20] has been used in this work and compared to 
experimental data of sound absorption coefficients as 
measured in the following section. 

3.3 Sound absorption coefficient 

For the calculation of third-octave bands sound absorption 
values using the impedance tube (αN), three samples were 
made from the same by-product, using the same amount of 
loose material, the same thickness, and the same operator 
for realization, in order to assess the contribution to 
uncertainty due to reproducibility. In addition, three 
measurement repetitions were carried out for each sample 
in order to assess the repeatability of the data [21, 22], for a 
total of 9 measurements finding compatibility between 
measurements on the different samples. Figure 8 shows the 
frequency sound absorption curves of the three samples CC, 
CF and P (see Figure 1 a, b, c, respectively) as the averages 
of the 9 measurements with the evaluation of the 
uncertainty expressed by the error bar. 
Sample CC recorded negligible sound absorption values at 
mid to low frequencies in the range 100 - 1000 Hz, but 
recorded an initial peak maximum at 1600 Hz with a value 
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almost equal to 0.70 and then decreasing linearly reaching a 
minimum peak between 2500 - 3150 Hz with a value of 
about 0.40. The curve then rises linearly until 5000 Hz 
reaching a second peak with an absorption value of 0.85. 
The blended sample CF also obtained negligible sound 
absorption values at the mid to low frequencies in the range 
100 - 800 Hz, but recorded a first peak maximum between 
1250 - 1600 Hz with a value almost equal to 1 and then fell 
linearly reaching a peak minimum between 2500 - 3150 Hz 
with a value of about 0.50. The curve then increases linearly 
until 5000 Hz reaching a second peak with an absorption 
value of 0.90. Finally, even in the case of the pine sample 
(P), sound absorption values were recorded to be negligible 
at the mid to low frequencies in the range 100 to 1000 Hz, 
but recorded a first peak maximum at 2000 Hz with a value 
of 0.70 and then decreasing linearly reaching a peak 
minimum at 3150 Hz with a value of about 0.50. The curve 
then increases linearly until 5000 Hz reaching a second 
peak with an absorption value of 0.80. The results discussed 
here demonstrated the compatibility of the data with the 
Miki analytical model [20]. 

Figure 8. The sound absorption coefficients at normal 
incidence obtained from the measurement in the 
impedance tube CC, CF and P, and from the 
analytical model CC AM, CF AM, P AM  [20]. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Olive tree pruning chips and pine wood shavings were used 
in this work as a renewable resource to produce an 
environmental friendly sound-absorbing material and to 
promote the reuse of agricultural pruning and carpentry 
waste. The samples consist of loose wood chips with an 
open-pore structure and a broad distribution of both void 

size and morphology. As expected, most of the larger voids 
exhibit the lowest sphericity. 
From the instrumental analysis, the single third-octave band 
sound absorption values of the three samples analyzed were 
obtained, showing that considering a thickness of 40 mm 
for all three cases negligible absorption was recorded at low 
frequencies. On the other hand, the samples can reach 
values above 0.50 from 1000 Hz onward with a maxima at  
frequencies range 1250-2000 Hz, and the minimum at 3150 
Hz. These results demonstrate the possibility of reusing the 
two types of waste analyzed to produce innovative and 
sustainable sound-absorbing materials. In addition, the 
samples obtained have a wide range of uses. Different 
samples bound with natural glue will be realized and further 
evaluated, to define the effect of the binder on the loose 
materials and for a wall or ceiling application of solid 
panels in shape. Furthermore, more accurate models could 
be compared with the measured data in order to define the 
most appropriate one for the specific loose material. 
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